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Oct. 13, 1977

Dixy ~a. vs . - Reduce ~ your lig-h.ts ! !
BY DAVID ADAMS

Because of an executive order
by Gove.r nor Dixy Lee Ray last
spring, all state institutions are required to reduce their electricity
consumption.
According to Ph~ Hamilton,
Ass't Director of the Physical
Plant, there has been an overall
10% reduction in lighting throughout the campus. Though, outside
lightin$' reductions reach as high
as 50% in certain areas
,
Hamilton said that the majority
of the areas where the reductions
are taking place, are the street,
sidewalk and parking lot lights, especially those that had more than,
one light bulb.
"We only shut off the lights in
areas oflow use." Hamilton stated.
"We only removed bulbs from
those street lights where there
were two or more bulbs." The
reason of this was to obtain a
reduction in electricity, yet still
keep the lamps on.

The only .parking lot where
lights have been turned off is the
Hogue Tech. Building parking lot.
Though the middle area has been
left, with . the two ends of the
parking lot being turned off.
The parking lot behind the SUB
has also been reduced in lighting.
Every other light post has been
turned off and those left on have
been reduced.
Those light posts and lamps that
have been shut off have a .red dot
sticker on them, with those posts
having green dots on them, being
particularly left on because of
need.
Hamilton explained that campus
police Chief· Dolf Brickly, went
with him when he chose those
lights to be turned . off. Hamilton
further stated the lights on the
walkway were left on and will not
be turned off for safety and
security reasons. The campus police informs the physical plant
whtmever ljghts burn out.

Success with credit hours

The total number of lights that the orde. was given late in the
had been turned off are 15. Near spring; durin~ that time and the
the SUB though, a faulty micro- :summer sess10ns, there was a lack
.
switch which turns on various of students."
Brickl~ said that with a lack of
SUB lights, has malfunctioned.
Hamilton said he was unaware students there usually follo.ws a
the lights burned out near the lac~ of problems, ~hou~h he is not
picnic area of the SUB, which for qmte ~ure what is gomg to hapthe past few days has left an area ·pen with more students on campof the SUB in total darkness pos- us."We're between a rock and a
ing a potential safety hazard. He · hard place," Brickly said. "We
explained that the lights were
supposed to be on between the
Wildcat Shop and the SUB and
also between the parking lot and
the picnic area. He said the parts
have already been ordered to fix
the problem but doesn't know if
they are in yet.
Lights out or even dimmed may
cause serious criminal problems.
Budget cuts have seriously afChief Dolf Brickly said he isn't ex- fected Drama Department offerpecting any problems resulting ings for the 1977-78 year.
from the lighting cut backs, but
Vice-President for Academic Afadded at this time he isn't quite fairs, Edward Harrington, was
sure.
forced to cut the Drama Depart"There hasn't been any pro- ment budget by 85 percent beblems yet," Brickly stated, "but cause the university found that
the funding of extracurricular
activities from CWU funds is
illegal.
For the past three or four years,
according to ·b rama Department.
Chairman, Milo Smith, Dr. Harrington granted the department a
would not meet the contract production budget out of .univeragreement with the state. Central sity funds. Prior to this, the
would then have to give back department used only ASC fundmoney to the state and make ing, which proved to be inadequate
as enrollments declined. The Drareductions, like faculty.
"That is not a very realistic idea ma Department must now fall
at this time," said Bovos. "We are back on student fees for its'
still totaling the registering fig- money.
ures and I have no doubt we will
Last year, the department remake the required credit hours." ceived approximately $7,500 from
"As long as we keep our the university in addition to gate
contract with the state, our faculty receipts. This has been cut to
stays on. Many are going· off $1,000 plus box office receipts for
campus to teach in the off-campus the coming year. The Drama
program," Bovos said.
Department hopes to support
"A lot of people are concerned three full-length faculty producabout our credit hours," Bovos tions, as well as two children's
said, "but because of our off-cam-' theater and three student-run
pus program and the success it has productions on this budjtet.
shown, we should do quite well."

Plays Threatened

Drama cutbacks

Enrollment Stead •1es
~or tlie last four of five years,
Central has been facing a serious
enrollment decline of on-campus
students. According to Lou Bovos,
registrar, that decline is beginning
to stabilize for the first · time.
However, according to the curent enrollment figures this fall
quarter, Central's -enrollment is
just a little behind last year;s.
As of October 7, the total figures
of enrollment was 6,368; approximately 1,100 of those are offcampus students. Last spring
quarter, the total figure of oncampus students was 8,500, with
3,500 being off-campus students.
What that means is that, this
year there are more students
on campus than last year-268
more. But the total enrollment is
2,132 less that last year because of
the .lack of enrollment in the
off-campus programs.
Bovos said that his office is still
counting the registration forms
and he expects the total. enrollment to be much better than last

He added that the success of the
university is not measured by .
on-campus students, but by the
total number of enrollment credit ·
hours.
According to the contract the
university has with the state,
CWU receives money per credit
hour, not on a student basis. "That
is why we have more people on
campus, but because of the decline
in the off-campus programs there
is less enrollment," Bovos said.
Bovos said that the past success
of the off-campus programs has
helped fill out the credit requirements set by the state when
enrollments of on-campus students
was down.
The current total of student
credit hours is 72,375. That is
13,014 less credit hours than
required by the state to meet the
contract for institutional funding
set by the state legislature.
If Central was not able to meet
the required credit hours, then
according to ~ovos, the university

E'VEGOTIT.
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PHO.T OGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
~AND EQUIPMENT
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IC Sundae

Sale

Buy one,
get the second
one for 1(

PROFESSl.ONAL STUDIO

and

FREE .TECHNICAL ADVICE
ANYTIME

PHOfOGRWHY
206 E. 4th AVE. 962-9500 M-S 9-6

Dr. Smith believes that the cut
will affect the artistic quality of his
department's productions. He said
that costs have gone up so much
that there will be cutbacks in the
num~er and quality of stage sets.
lighting and scenery. Smith cited
the example of the cost of plywooa
as a factor in increased costs of
production. He said that the price
of plywood has risen from $3.50 to
over $11 in the last few years.
Additional costs such as this have
added extra strain to the already
thinly-stretched budget.
Royalty costs take a large part
of the budget. Smith said that for
most plays, it costs $50 for the first
performance and $35 for each
succeeding one. Musicals, however, cost more. "Guys and Dolls,"
the projected winter quarter musical, will cost the department
$1.200 in production rights for six
performances.
.
The Drama Department is relying on their fall production of
"Equus" to fund further productions. Smith said that "Guys and
Dolls" cannot be produced in the
winter if "Equus" does not make
enough money. Most of the $1,000
budget has been spent on the
"Equus" production and other
plays cannot be funded if the
production is not a success.
The · Drama Department will
begin to charge admission to plays
at the Threepenny Playhouse.
These have formerly been free to
everyone. The price will be set to
cover the production and royalty
costs. Ticket .prices for major
productions will also have to be
raised to cover costs. Smith believes that this is unfortunate, but
necessary if the Drama Department is to continue to offer quality
entertainment for the university
and the community.

An
Apology

PHOTOFINISHING

Amckd- .
Macdonald

have rules we have to follow, but
we also have the security of the
students and the campus to think
about."
Brickly said he does not have
the power to order the lights back
on if problems arise. He could only
inform Hamilton of the situation
and then Hamilton would have to
th
pass e message on.

a

"Scrumpdillyishus'.~ offer

good ·rhurs. & Fri., Oct. 13 & l4
What a "scrumpdillyishus" sale. Buy one DAIRY QUEEN sundae any
size and get a second one for 1;. It's America's
favorite treat topped with hot fudge or
strawberry or any flavor you like. Anything this good just has to be shared.
So bring a friend and eat, drink and save
while this great offer lasts at participating
DAIRY QUEENS . .

Dairll
Queen

* "Let'• all go to tlae DAIRY QUEEN"

ELLENSBURG DAIRY QUEEN
"Reg, U.S. Pet. Off., Am.

o.a. Corp.

CCI Copyright 1973, Am. o.a. Corp.

The Crier wants to extend its'
apologies to President James
Brooks for a misstatement in last
week's Crier. In an ai:ticle entitled "A Problem with Names,"
the statement read, "Dr. Brooks
told the Crier that he believed
that the library would be named
after himself because of the policy that a building should not be
named after a person who is still
active in service to the school."
The statement should have read:
"Dr. Brooks-told the Crier that he
believed that the library would not
be named after a person who is
still active in service to the
~bool."

P.E.O. RUMMAGE SALE

This sale will be held at the
Morr.is Sorenson Building, 507
~anum, on Thursday, Oct. 13,
from 9-5 p.m., Friday, Oct. 14, 9-5
p.m. and Saturday, Oct. . 15,
9/noon.
·
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A helping hand

International Programs

A new d.irector
both Eastern and Western Washington Universities. _!..t p~§ent,
programs are available to students
in Morelia, Mexico, this program
being through the Institute Cultural Tenochtitlan (ICT). Two
o~her possible foreign
studies·r
cities are Avigon, France and
London, England.

·BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN
Assistant Professor Dieter Romboy has been appointed to th.e .
p<).sition of International Studies
program director. Romboy, an '
assistant Professor of German at
Central, replaces Acting Director
·Dr. Rosco Tolman. Romboy has ·
bee~ with Central's Language Department since 1972. He received
his Ph. D. from the University of
Utah in 1974. He has taught at
Moorhead (Minnesota) State College and Idaho State University
before coming to Central. Romboy
has held many department positions. He has also been the President of the Washington Associa. tion of Foreign Language Teachers (1976-1977).
Romboy said, though Central
has no International Studies program of its own, there are still
ample opport~nities for students
to participate in foreign studies
programs. These programs are.
available to students through

Stu~y in these two cities i$ available through the Northwest Interinstitutional Council on Study
Abroad (NICSA). According to
Romboy, two other programs will
be available in 1978: a spring
course in Greece and a fall course
in Germany.
·

Though no decision has been
· made on any future International
Studies program at Central, Professor Romboy, along with helping
students, set up foreign studies
programs through other schoOls.
He also has many other duties.
He's the faculty advisor to all
foreign students on campus. He
must know and explain all Federal
regulations affecting these students. He also counsels students
on exchange programs, foreign
Tbe 30-minute show was_ start- studies' grants and international
ed four years ago in order to give work-study programs.
stud~nts practical experience in
For any student seeking more
the skills such as writing, interviewing, editing, directing and information on International procamera work that are involved in grams, the International Studies
producing a news show. According Program office is located in Peterto Roger Reynolds, advisor for son Hall, Room 202.
The Report, the training has been
successful because it has helped
place three graduates of the program into jobs with KING-TV.
Besides being shown on the local
college station, The Report will be
aire<J, on KAPP-TV, Channel 35 in
Yakima on the weekends. Yakima
listings should be consulted for the
time and date.

Channel 10 back on air
~.

On Thursday, Oct. 13, at 6:30.
p.m., Mass Media students in a
Practical TV News class will resume the weekly broadcast of The
Ellensburg Report on Channel 10.
The Ellensburg Report consists
of taped reports recorded in Kittitas County and stories read by an
anchorperson in the studio at Boullion Hall.
This quarter The Report is directed by Larry Hansen and anchored and produced by Claire
Steenerson. Ms. Steenerson gained experience this summer in an
internship with KING-TV in Seat-·
tle.
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Women's Center
gears up
· · The primary concern of Central's Women's Center is to help
older women on campus. Alice
Yee, Director of the Center said
that more older women are deciding to return to college. This reflects a national trend of the last
two years.
Yee noted that older women students have different needs than
the typical 18 or 19 year-old incoming freshman. While there is
no typical student, many of them
are divorced, widowed, or in the
process of changing careers iii "the
· middle of their .life. Others have·
decided to continue their education after they have raised a family and the children have moved
away from home. The Women's
Center tries to tailor its' programs
to meet the special needs of these
women.
}
One of its most imp0rtant funcbasic suptions is to provide
port system for these women. The
Center runs·meetings where these
women can discuss their problems
with people who have similar ones.
It also provides counseling services to help the student adjust to college life, since this usually entails a radical change in lifestyle
for the older student.
The Center also fiinctfons as a

a

·place where students who have
not taken courses for many years .
1
can sharp.en their academic skills.
These include· writing and test.
taking.
·
The first meeting for "older
women" will be held in the SUB ·
rooms _204-5, at 4 p.m., Tuesd!i'.:Y•
Oct. 18. The purpose of the
meetjng _is to meet other w:omen
aJ:!d discuss informally their needs
and e·xperiences as Students.-The
meeting will also be used to plan
work~hops and_a~visory. s~ssion~
· for the coming school year. Yee
noted that these sessions· will be
·tailored to the specific needs of the
women involved. If, for example,
there is a need to help people in
.the area of taking tests, a group
will be formed to work on that problem.
-The Women's C-enter ._has also
received a grant from the Washington Humanities Commission to
fund a program entitled "A Com.munity Program: Single Adult
Women" for a ten-month period.
The program is intended to be a
joint college and community venture.
Yee noted that the program wlll
run seminars, film · series, workshops and classes designed to aid
singl~ adult women in small towns.

·-~1 ·

Barb~qued
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Ground Steak dinner Thurs. & Fri.
5 to 8 p.m. $2.65 ,
~ IIJ J Breakfast French Toast, Li_nk sausage and coffee.
1 ,,.t.
Thurs. & Fri. 7 a.m. - noon $1.65
'.'

t
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Enloy your favorite beverage In our lounge
HOURS: Mon., Tues., Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.; Wed ud Thurs. 7 p.m.-10
p.m.; Friday 1 a.m.-11 p.m.; Sunday 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Home and Dorm delivery
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.Body Warmer.
Pacific Trail's intrepid parka doesn't play games
with the cold. It's filled with Prime Northern
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rip-stop nvlon lining. Knit collar and cuffs,
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ln the event that you don't know
~t·s give three cheers for our
friend Warren G. Magnuson. It is what in blazes I am referring to, I
about time that someone put their simply am discussing the coup that
foot down and said, "Enough is Maggie pulled on the oil barons
enough!" This business has gone and our fearless Goyernor, by at:on long enough in my humble taching that little amendment to
opinion. I am glad . that M~ggie the Marine Mammal Protection
took care of this whole mess in . Act, that prohibits supertanker& in ·
Puget Sound and bans· construe- .
one clean sweep.

_t_ion of an _oil pipeline terminal at the issue but our Governor vetoes
Cherry Point.
any plan that she did not have
: Now folks in this state have · · her own mitts into and could .
been bantering back and forth personally direct. So, the wounds
about whether to build a tanker were reopened while the screamterminal/pipeline terminal at ing began all over again about
Cherry Point or Port Angeles or whether or not to build this ternot to build one at all. · T_he Leg- · minal and where to build it if that
islature had s~pposedly decided ' WAS the decision. -I can sure see
' .
.
.
..
.
,

where folks could get a trifle fed
up with the whole affair.
Well, Maggie got plenty fed up
with this whole mess and decided to end the most controversial part of the program...:...the
desire of the ' Governor to build
· tpat thing at Cherry Point. Lots of
folks got upset at Maggie. But I
found out why the oil barons and
dear :Gizy got upset. By not ' let=;::!:::::::::::::;;::::;;::::::::~:::::::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-;_-;_;:;:;:::::::-;_::ru~~::::~:~§~:::;:::::::-&,:::-;t;:~::::;::::-:;:;::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ting tankers into Puget Sound the
barons stand to lose more than
just business on their
I found
out from a business source that the
..•
RSMEMBER,
SO,WHAT DOWE .
oil companies planned on opening
AFREE cxx>N1'RY
TELL OUR EDITORS
a chain of fast food places by the
DePeN~ ON A.
A.eo<rr WHO GAVE.
name of "Oily Bird Restaurants."
09. THlS STOFF?
PRE£PR£SS.7
These oil barons flashed on the
idea of making money from all of
the oil spills, that they knew deep
down in their hearts would happen
sooner or later, once the traffic
picked up. So, they were in the
process of hiring some Madison
Avenue guys to come up to Puget
Sound country (after a stop at Santa Barbara) to convince all the
people how dee-licious birds that
'···~····················~··~··~··········~········~!········~·······~·················~~·····~··~··~··········~·················~~ .w ere killed b;y an oil spill would
taste.
These Oily Bird Restaurants
had planned to open up by the win: ,ter of 1978 with such delicacies as
. : Greasy Gull-served with a gener~us helping__ of~ Alaskan Light
Crude. Desecrated Duck with a
100
8th
side order of Oily Oysters and the
Special of the House-Fox Island
Delicatessen with seating
Fowl. Somehow I cannot believe
that Madison Avenue is going to
ever convince me of this false food
need, but, then again I would not
put it past any jokers who made us
believe that every woman had to
have some leg·hair remover, fem. : · inine deodorant and douche product before they were the complete,_ fulfilled woman-to try to
pull another fast one on the AmeriPLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER
• can public.
1
:
~o. if you are cruising down the
Hot~
·str_~et and you run across a
.60
2. 15
Home Made Soup .·
1. Rueben w/cho1ce of salad
construction site that has been ab2. 15
2. Hot Ham w/Sw1ss on Onion Roll wt choice of salad
Monday - Beef Mu~hroom
-andoned,
with the buildings on
3. French Dip w/cho1ce of salad .
' ' ' 2 05 '
Tuesday - Split Pea
4. P.astram1 Dip .
' ' 1 70
• ,that lot only half-finished, you will
Wed11esday - -Minestrone
1.65
5. Hot Pastrami
Thursday -- Bean
know that you are looking at what
1 75
6. Hot Turkey & Swiss .
-· .70
.Friday - Clam Chowder
would have been Washington Sta' 1.65
7. Hot Salami & Monterey Jack
te's answer to the unemployment
80
Cheesecake w/Cherry or Lemon Topping .
,problem-if it hadn't been ·for
·Maggie: The. Oily Bird RestauT~
:rants. Three cheers for Maggie!
Hall
Wh ole
Hooray! Hooray! Hooray!
.
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-Catering available and group

arrangements made.

Special
•
occasion
coming up
weekdays
or
.. weekends?
•.

Call us and
we'll supply
the food!
We also serve
Eastern, Western
and Imported
beers

...
it

8. Ham &Swiss .
9. Turkey Breast .
10. Pastrami .
11. Roast Beef .
12. Salami & Cheddar
13. Corned Beef
14. Combination .

3 25
2.75
2.85
2.85
3.30 '
2 B5
4 00

1.70
1 45
1.50
1 50

1.75
1 50

'' - ' --- - - .35
Milk ·--·
----·-- ,, ___,,,,_,, .30
Coffee
Tea .
.25
',,_ .25
Sanka
" .30
Hot Chocolate

Diet Pepsi .

.._ _ _ .25/.40

Pepsi ·-.·--·----··-----Orange ,
..........
7-Up _...-.... .
. . .. _.
Dr. Pepper
"'

.25/ .40
.25/.40
.25/.40
.25/.40

2 10

~

Ellcn>burg\ Bicycle Shop

~

IB@=~:W®Il®
T1kar1

~

Peugeof1

B·cvi.:•es · Aepa''' · Sain · S.,,ce
~owd Monctav'• • 307 I'; Meon • 92!>·3326 _.,,,11111

(We do catering for all occasions
in anypric.e range)'
1.50
Pastrami .
1.45
Ham . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.45
Turkey Breast .
1.50
Roast Beef .
1.50
Co~ned Beef .
1.50
Dry Salami
1.50
Imported Swiss
1 40
Liverwurst .
1.40
Thuringer ..
1. 00
Egg Salad .
1.00
Tuna Salad .
1.10
Bologna
'J:I. Cheddar .
1.25
1.50
28. All Beef Salami .
Above Sandwiches w/ cheese 25¢ extra
w/Tomatoes
.. Hie Extra
Sandwiches No's. 8 • 34 Heated
.. 25_ ·Extra

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Ham &Swiss .
Salami & Cheddar
Salami & Provolone .
Pastrami/Corned Beef / Swiss
Swiss/Jack/Cheddar
Thuringer &Cheddar
Bagels with Cream Cheese <Hot or Cold)

.90
.90
.90
90
90
90
.90
.90
.90
.60
.60
70
.BO
.90

DRUXE SANDWICH TRAY
35 Cocktail Sandwiches with 4 best meats and 2 good
cheeses . Serves 8-10 people .
$14.50
DELUXE TRAY
Roast Beef, Corned Beef. Turkey, Ham. Cheddar and
Swiss with Pickles and Mustard/Mayonnaise mix .
Serves 8-10 people.
$14.50
GIANT TORPEDO
Unique party idea available in 3. 4. and 5 foot lengths
and is heaped with Thuri_nger. Pastrami. Ham.
Salami. Cheddar. Swiss, Tomatoes and Pickles.
3 foot -$19.00
4 foot - $24.00
5 foot - $28.00
HORS D'OEUVRE TRAY
Marinated Artichoke Hearts. Cream Cheese Balls.
Thuringer Picks. Salami Wedges. Stuffed Celery
Sticks. Deviled Eggs. Serves 8-10 people.
$15 .00

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
ALL SUBJECTS
Fast. professional, and proven
quality. _Choose from our library of
7,000 topics. Send $1.00 for the
current edition of our 220 page
mail order catalog.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

· ~ Campus Crier.
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Lonely

. '

Prisoner
I wrote to you earlier in the
year, howeve.r, my timing was off
as it was vacation time for- you~
The Resident Council of the
Washington State Penitentiary is
seeking to establish communica' tion with any and all forms of the
media. We desire to open viable
and open links with your paper
and any other interested individuals ·and orga:nizaitons.
Although we receive mostly
negative publicity, we do have
many programs of a positive
nature and are trying to create as
many more as we possibly can. We
are in need of some positive and
productive press and we hope that
with open communication we can
generate some in the future.
We have a small paper of our
own here, The Voice of Prison and
we would be interested in exchanging with you. We have a
· large number of writers who
create some excellant material and
would like to contribute to any
media that would accept their .
material.

Rap _
Groups
The CWU Counseling Center announces that there will be Women's Rap Groups on Thursday
mornings from 10:00 to 12:00, Oct.
18 through Dec. 13 and on Thursday afternoons from 1:00 to 3:00
from Oct. 20 - Dec. 15. The groups
wil focus on topics such as sex
roles, the legal status of women,
alternative lifestyles and male/fe. male relationships. The groups
will be · attended by a counseling
psychologist. For more information, call 963-1391.

~CONCERT

I

"The Lord is My Light
.Saturday, Oct. 15
.Hertz A·u ditorium.
7:30 p.m.
· FREE- no offering will be taken

featuring:

. ne vanDU
Sig

ior

Greg Phelps

Kev·

.

in Gorc:Jn

Sponsored by Christian Missionary Alllance Church

er

I I
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To the editor
Attending a University's not. alWays impersonal
BY ROGER DOUGLAS
sterly self-evaluation for every
DEAR EDITOR:
I'm writing iii response to DaVid class?) The desire to learn comes
Payson's article "WHO NEEDS from inside. All institutions do, is
U", Sept. 29, 1977. This article serve with their facilities, tools to
cautioned cwu students of the help us achieve our goals.
Regarding professors as grade
dangers and setbacks of the former college's present university overseers whose ultimate punishment is the 'real crackdown'
status.
In my next few paragraphs, t destroys the joy of learning.
.. would like to respond to those Vocation schools, universities, colnegative attitudes and suggest leges, junior colleges- .no matter
an altern.ative outlook to the what degree of 'toughness' they
radical, serious and impersonal · emulate, eventually it boils down
to you cracking down on yourstatus of a university.
I am a University of Washington selves.
Why regard graduate students
student, presently doing my teaching internship in the Columbia as threatening competitors, parBasin this semester. I happened to ralleling them with teachers' pets?
be passing through Ellensburg Studies in graduate school are
when I picked up your paper to see bound to be more intense. Haven't
what's happening on the campus. you ever realized the more you
Why do you look at 'tougher learn about a subject, the more
grading' as a few obligatory lec- you discover how limited your
tures from your professors while knowledge actually is? As a flfthyou, as students, politely listen · year student who happens to
·and continue with your 'rou- carry a briefcase (as well as a
tines'? These reflections demean back-pack) I enjoy exchanging
your attitude towards learning a~ ideas with a wide spectrum of
well as your own staff. UNFOR- peoples and cultures, which a
TUNATELY, the standardized university provides more than a
measurements of achievement in college. _
the educational system is grades. · · Sororities and fraternities are
We all know tti'is system has many not the single 'core' of university
loopholes. Yet, if one really desires social life. Any institution, or to
to learn, he/she needn't go to any that matter, any community, will
college or university. One need have clubs, groups ' and social
only to discipline oneself, or, if functions. From a high school
credit desired, work out a contract classroom to a dorm, to a large
with the school of his/her choice. fraternity house, there's always
However, most of us are not that someone who feels left out or 'in
disciplined. It's easier to choose with the swing'.
Yes, in a university there is
from already existing programs
and let someone else evaluate you. more' b'ureaucr':lCY. This always
(Have you ever written a seme- increases with numbers and re-

sults in a general impersonal
environment. If your grades and
transcripts get misarranged (this
has happened to me numerous
times), it's up 'to you, even if
you're not entirely to blame. · to
straighten it out. Being received
impersonally is an insult. Yet, in
this world, it is painfully realistic.
You are your best caretaker. It's
your transcript and if you persistantly demand fair treatment,
·you will get it. There's no guarantee that someone will always
babysit your files.
· By the way, if you ever turn
around and talk to someone in
lecture, chances are, they've been
wanting to talk to you, but were
too shy. I've made many friends
that way.
"
I belie'Yle the first two years,
that the smallness and personal
touch of a college is beneficial.
However, magnifying stereotypes
of the impersonal university to the
point of inaccuracy is uncalled for.
When learning, discipline and
change (as well as bureaucratic
realities) are portrayed as threatening, I question your sincerity in
your desire to learn and grow.
Presently I'm in a small town
doing my student teaching. lt is
much easier to be a college or
university student, evaluated by
semesterly critiques, rather than
daily critiques and feedback from
100 high school students, associate
teacher and faculty (also the
community). THIS is tough grading. (Does that mean I'm more
radical?) I enjoy my student
teaching and am learning ·quite a

hit. It's important to understand
college/university material, yet
just as vital to transmit that in the
simplist language possible and
make it interesting to a noncollege/university and please, do
not form incorrect stereotypes
from the label of "university".
Thank you.
DEBORAH ADATTO,
SPANISH AND CHICANO
STUDIES STUDENT,
. BILINGUAL EDUC. PROGRAM,
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON.

C.W.C.C.?
DEAR EDITOR,
Congratulations-CWU and the
Washington Legislature for the
elimination of graduate assistant--:ships (Campus Crier, Oct. 6, '77).
CWU takes a giant leap backward
towards fulfilling its' university
role. It was interesting to note president Brooks' 'Rose-colored' statements tending to minimize the
university's actions, while everyone of the seven department chairpersons contacted by the Crier
admitted their programs were suffering and could likely erode furtlier . .Credibility? CWU: in name,
and not in fact. Surprise to next
years' returning fall students
when the new signs boldly proclaim: CENTRAL WASHINGTON
COMMUNITY COLLEGE.
BARRY NORTHROP
SOPHOMORE, T.I.E.

These Ellensburg business &
professional people are pleased to
be a part ,~ with the ~acuity & staff.
at CWU, of the 1977 Central Investment
Fund Ylh.ich -is providing $42.895
help keep CWU strong.

thi~ -

year to

.They also wish you the ·best in your CWU endeavor.
A & W Drive In Restaurant
Aer·Ex, Inc.
Altruso Club
Anderson Hoy and Groin

Faltus Motor Co.
Fine Arts Printing
Fitterer Brothers, Inc.
Dr. Burton Foote

Dr. R.E. Bacon
Berry's Department Store
Big John Drive In
Bill's Arco Service
Boyd Distributing
Brod & Burke Sheet Metal
Gil Broida, Architect
Brantley's Men's Shop
Brotherton Furniture Co.
Buckboard Tavern
Butterfield Chevrolet Co.
Button Jewelers

Jim & Jeanette Geoghegan
Global Travel Service
The Golden Needle
David H. Gorrie, Attorney
Frank Green's Chevron Service

Campus U-Tote·Em Drive In
Cascade Beverage Co.
Charlton. Realty
Don Childress, Chiropractor
Coast to Coast Stores
Community Savings & loan
Dr. H. Gary Coppock
Cornerstone Tavern
Crossroads Restaurant
Crown Hallmark Shoppe .
Custom Tirecap, Inc.
Eighth Avenue lodge
El Charro Cafe
Ellensburg Animal Hospital
Ellensburg Auto Parts, Inc.
Ellensburg Floral Shop
Ellensburg Iron Works
Ellensburg Telephone Co.
Ellensburg Tire Center ·
Ellensburg True Value HardwarE
Estes Distributing
Evenson Funeral Home

A. Hunter Hamilton
Happy's Serv-U
Heartland Realtors
Or. T. G. Heaton
Heinrich Auto Parts
Hillcrest Mobile Home Park
Hi-Way Grille
Dr. William Hooper
Dick Huber General Contractor

Lighthouse Motel
Lovering Tire Co.
Dorothy McCullough Music
Dr. William R. Meyer
Midstate Aviation, Inc.
Mid State Co-op
Mid-State distributors
Mid·State Distributors, Inc. ~
Millpond Mobile Manor
Model Laundry and Cleaners
Moser's Clothing Store
Moss, Adams & Co.
Mounir Mkarzel
Mundy's Family Shoe Store
New York Life-Ike Purdy & Mose Wippell
North Stationers & Office Supply
O'Shaughnessy. Rothrock & Co.

The In Seam
JT's Restaurant
Jack Johnson Hay Co.
Jansen Distributing
Dr. Ernest Jeske
Johnson's Sales and Service

Pacific National Bank of Washington
Joeseph Panattoni, Attorney
Dr. Gordon Patterson
Dr. William Pearl
JC Penney Co., Inc.
Peoples National Bank
Perkins Cake & Steak House
Or. James Powell

KE Cleaners
KOA Kampgrounds of America
KXLE Inc.
Kelleher Motor Co.
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Phil & Shirley Kern
Kittitas County Title Co.
Knudson Lumber Co.
Fred J. Koziol Agency, Insurance

Ranch & Home
Record Printing
Dr. Charles Reed
Rega lodge
Robbins Mayflower Co., Inc.
Ross Brothers, Inc.
Rossow's U-Tote-Em

Charles F. Lathrop
F. Steven Lathrop, Attorney

S&K Construction Co., Inc.
Safeway Stores, Inc.

Schaake Packing Co.
Schuller, Frederick & Beckley, Attorneys
Smith-Kem Ellensbu_rg
Sports Boutique
.
Standard Paint & Wallpaper Co,
Stan's Freeway Shell
Stereocraft
Stevens Apartments
Stockdale--Young;---Wright Inc.
Strange's Sporting Goods ·

Sociology Majors and Minors
may find some extremely relevant information for them in the
newly formed Socioloi!v Societv.
Job information from guest speakers of the Sociology Dept. faculty
and the community should be valvalu.·
uable in helping them know the job
market and what these jobs are
like. Unless Qne has a good grapevine going for them, this is probably one of the few ways a Sociology student can 'systematically
be exposed to such information.
Also ·valuable, especially to
those who are somewhat new to
the department, is the opportunity
to find out who the professors are.
At each meeting one professor will
be invited to speak about himself
in addition to what he knows about
the job market.
And thirdly, the Society-sponsored free tutoring service should
be valuable for those who need advice on how to meet demands of
particular courses and professors
of Sociology.
·
Social life within the Society
should be quite active. At least one
event each meeting is intended to
be planned and a co-ed intramural
volleyball team is being organized.
The Society· meets this Wed.
Oct. 19, at 7:30, in SUB 210.
Regular meetings are held the 1st
and 3rd Wednesday of each month
and are open to any and all
students.

EEOP
policy- ·
. . There will be a public hearing to
discuss proposed changes and additions to a Central Washington
University Equal Employment Opportunity Policy. The hearing will
be at 2 p.m., Tuesday, November
8, in Room 207 of Samuelson Union
Building.
Action on the proposal is expected to be taken by the hear·ing officer at 2:30 p.m. following
the public hearing.
Details of the change and additions proposals are available through the Office of the President in
Barge Hall.
_
Interested persons may submit
data, views or arguments in connection with the proposals, in writing to the University or at the
hearing.

Smith-Kem Ellensburg
Taco T.i me
The Tav
Tea Garde_!'! Restaurant .
Terrace Fashions
Thayer Realty Co.
Dave Thomas, Inc.
John . Thomas, Jr., Attorney
Town House Manor Apartments
Trefry's Carpet Land
·
Tum-A·Lum Lumber Co.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Will do theses, term papers,
course work, tables, charts,
etc.
'. Call-Offlce:963-2803.
Home: 925-1727.
Ask for Gail.

University Village Apartments
Ugly Bear
Valley Veterinary Hospital
Dr. Rudolph Vernie$
Voshall Electric
Al Watt, Insurance
Dr. Judson Weaver
Webster's Cafe & Smoke House
Webster real Estate
We Do Car Wash
Willett's Custom Building
The Wind Break Cafe
Winegar's Drive-In Dairy
Wood's Ace Hardware
Yamaha of Ellensburg

This advertisement is not paid from the Central Investment Fund

. Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass Schedule
Center for Campus Ministry
1011 N. Alder
Sat. 5 p.m.
Sun. 9 a.m. & 11 a.m.
7 ~.m. (at St:Andrews)

.()et.
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New Progr~ms for CWU
The final details for several new
, projects are being worked out by
the Graduate School and Research
Office staff of Central.
One such program involves
in excess of $300,000 annually and
covers work by Central with the
State Department of Social and
Health Services. Various graduate
an.d undergraduate trainee programs will be conducted with the
use of the funds.
A'·separate $100,000 project
with DSHS involves Central making-a needs assessment study and
to develop a master's degree

program for the use · of day care
center supervisors. The university's Center for Early Childhood
Education will be instrumental in
this project through the 1977~78
,academic year and next summer.
Also in the works for this ye~r
by Central faculty and students is
a:rofo-in-the $1.f million set up in
_ the state by the U.S. Energy
Research and Development Administration. This will include an
energy attitude study in Seattle,
Spokane and Yakima. Central will
work closely with several federal
agencies in makin_g .the survey.

.V olunteers needed
Crisis Line, tlie community referral and counseling center, will
be conducting its; volunteer training program during the weekend
of October 28, 29 and 30. The
training program will be held at
the Campus Ministry, 1011 North
Alder.
In addition to the training
weekend, there will be a pretraining orientation meeting Tuesday, October 25 from 7-9 p.m. in
Room 107 of the Morris Sorenson
Building. The purpose is for individual interviews with the director
and disbursement of training material.
Crisis Line is a United Way
sponsored agency. Its' volunteers
work 24 hours a day, seven days a
week and receive over 150 calls on
a ~onth's average.
Some of the problems Crisis
Line handles are family and marital problems, peer relationships,
drug and alchohol calls, abuse
cases, depression, suicides, as well
as many calls from those who are
lonely or just need information
about sevices in the community.
Each volunteer has been trained
in communication skills and crisis
intervention theory. That is the
main focus of the upcoming train-

in~here will' also be time devoted
to the topic of suicide intervention
theory, alcoholism and mental
health outreach. Community resourcesarereviewedsothateach
volunteer can make appropriate

referrals as weil as doing telephone crisis intervention.
Crisis Line needs committed,
long-term volunteers who will
work for a full year. This involves
taking one 'weekly, three-hour
shift. Students who leave for the
summer are welcome, but their
committment renews at 'the beginning of the fall through that
quarter. Other flexible arrangements can be made to complete
this year. . _
Each volunteer must be at lea,st
18 years old and have a genuine
interest in helping others. -No
other professional _qualifications
are required, but- they are welcome. The Crisis Line staff included many professionals from
the community as well as several dedicated students.
Those interested in joining Crisis Line should call Jackie Galbraith at 925-2223 after 2 p.m. or
call 925-4168. The class will be
limited to 30 _p_eople.

The Central Washington ArchLakes State Park.
Clark, with student assistance.
eological Survey, being operated
Smith's work in the Horse This work is being conducied for
from the office of the Graduate
Heaven Hill area included the ' the U.S.: Fish and Wildlife Se~vice.
School and Reasearch of Central' · discovery of what appears to be
Research by Central faculty and
has several research projects planamong the oldest site of a paleo- students is varied and according t<J
ned with the pre-history of central 'fn(Jian found so far iri the Nortli-· Dean Dale Comstock and Dr.
Washington. The project is being
west. One bone excavated there Jerry Jones, coordinator ef acaled by Dr. William Smith and .will
bas been verified as that" of the demic grants and conti:acts, fund- .
result in more excavations in the
long extinct pleistocene mammoth. dii{g is av~ilable from lo~l a~d
"Horse Heaven Hills area and in
Other -research projects t~ be national governmental agencies as
the Yakima Firing Ce!lter.
carried on during the year is a well as private sources · for mOther support of archeological
study of blood parasites- ofmigra: c~eas~d res~arc.11. a~tivities.
res~arch has been given to Smith
tory .w~ter fowl __ied by
Qlen1
and.,Manfred J aehnig ·w:hich mar . .oc~i0::>0=>0cCOCM:M:>o!~OGOCIO!i.OC::IOICIOOOOCIOl:MD4•C10COOCl-W
result in the development of a
public museum display at Sun

Dr. -

WOIS

Juvenile
iustice
program
plann~d
The Ellensburg Public Library
is sponsoring a three-evening program on the Juvenile Justice
System. The program will be held
on Wednesday October, 19th, 26th
and November 2nd. The title for
the sessions include, "How Juven-.
ile Systems Vary-Examples from
Otber Countries," "Changes: The
New Youth ·Services Act" arid
"Community Involvement in the
Juvenile System".
The proiram is funded through
a mini-.grant made by the Washington Commission for tlie Humanities. To receive these funds, an
organization must address a public policy issue and present all
sides of the chosen question.

The CWU Counseling Center
/has a new computer system des'igned to give career and occupational information to interested
students. The Washington Occupa. tional Information System (WOIS)
provided the program. The computer lists information on 227 different occupations. It tells how a
person can get into each oc-

cupation and gives advice on the
educational preparation needed, as
well as telling where a person can
get training.
A short questionnaire is also
provided on which an individual
may describe personal characteristics and preferences. The computer will then print a list of occupations which fit the description
given. _

Pet Shop ·
Exoti~ pets

-------------mll!!I------------.•

and

ATTENTION :" VETERANS
1The. American Legion,. Post No. 8,
Ellensburg wi II host a free dinner
for all new and continuing
veterans attending cwu.
DA TE: Tuesday 0 ct 0 be r 1 8 1 9 7 7
. a t 7 p .m •
· WI
/ G Ir
• If r Ien d S are 1nv1te
• • d to
. ves
\at.tend. Plan on being t_~ere ..••. ~.
I

I

THURSDAY NIGHT
BONG SHOW
yeah!
FREE .BREAKFAST FOR 2FOR. BEST

ENTRY~

SAME

FOR FUNNIEST ENTRY.

8:30 9:30 OPEN MIKE
·. 9:30 - 11 :30 BONG SHOW
JAM SESSION
11 :3-0 - ?

FARMER'S FERRY FRI. & SAT.

THE CROSSROADS

If you are looking for a way to earn a couple of extra
bucks, Food Services might be your answer. The FoOd
Services Department is interested in filling 10 parttime openings with responsibile students as soon as
possible. The hours now available are:
Monday through Friday............ 11:00to 1:45
Saturday and Sunday
11 :OOto 1 :30
and ·
5:00 to 7:00
There are also serving positions available to those
willing to work on an "on call" basis serving special
meals and conference banquets. If you are interested
in any of these positions, please contact Mrs.1 New,
the Food Services Supervisor at ·Holmes Dining Hall.
963-1591.

"'

Food Services -
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Decaying big citie$

Ellensburg provides haven
BY BILL· KOSSEN

- There was a popular television
in the nineteen sixties that
dramatized-in a .pretty silly ·
- manner-the trials and triblllations of a couple of city slickers
who transplanted themselves to a
farm.
Aside from scenes such as the
missus going out in the morning to
get eggs from the chickens while
dressed in sleepware off the racks
of Saks Fifth Avenue, the show
was really illustrating a modern
trend. Not the increasing sophis..SllQW

Fro., tier

Tavern

(Between Goofy's· and the
Tav)
·

Happy Hour 4-6
Kegs to. go.
"The only red-neck bar in
town."

tieation of rural fashions but the
movement of former urbanites
in~o rural communities.
The ·reasons people give for
moving to smaller towns and cities
are varied.
Smpe prefer the
simpler life-style, others are looking for a safe place to bring up
their children and most are just
plain fed up with big cities, their
high living costs, zooming crime
rates and breakdown of services.
The appeal of a town like Ellensburg .is easy to see. It is a part of
the gre~t American dream.....:fresh
8.11' and wide:-open spaces.

But how long can this s1tuat1on urban areas, to make those towns
last?
· appealing.
From 1970 to 1975, according to
Ellensburg, however, seems to
t.l_le latest U.S. Census Burea11 have all the ingredients for being
findings, the,..population of the non- an attractive small town.
metr.oDolitan areas of the U.$.
Central pr:ovides intellectual and
grew by 4.3 percent-at a time
when large cities and their sub- cultural needs for those so inurbs picked up only 2.8 percent clined. The college also provides a
shot in the arm for the local
population.
economy. Most of the necessary
What's more, nearly three times goods and services needed are
as many people moved into small readily available. To people from
towns and farm re&-ions as into the highly populated Puget Sound
metropolitan areas- during the region, the respite from the rains
same span.
that Ellensburg provides is : a
At this rate, it will only be a strong plus.
-m atter of years till the U.S.
It is no coincidence then, that
becomes a nation full of vital small many people use the weather as a
towns and decaying big cities. Not reason for living in Ellensburg. .
unlike the situation today, except
Les Fitzpatrick, a student at.
that small towns will become the Cent.ral. is from Aberdeen. Wash-_
new suburbia or as _some call It, ington-near .the /coast. He loves
"exurbia."
the relatively dry Ellensburg cliBut not every small town in mate so much that he is considerAmerica is attractive to this new ing making the Rodeo City his
wave of settlers. Some are so permanent home.
Sixty-three year-old John Eckremote and the climate so harsh,
that it would have to take some- ess came from Oklahoma in the
thing on the order of a nuclear 1930's for exactly the opposite
holoc~ust centered in· the major reason, to escape the dust bowl

and to settle in a place that would
always have enough rain. Ellensburg has met that qualification for
Eckess, even . in supposedly
"drought" years.
Some people say Ellensburg will
never get very big because of the
strong winds which blow so constantly; that many of the trees in
the area grow at a slant. It would
seem that the presence of this
mini-tornado effect would deter
many potential new settlers. But
it has been said that Seattle's
infamous rain would keep that
area from becoming overpopll·lated and look v.t it now.
While S~attle has a long way to
go before it could be mistaken for
Manhattan and it is very unlikely
that Zsa Zsa Gabor will be settling
down in Thorp soon, the fact
remains that washington ~tate is
beautiful. Thanks to some recent
ma.Bazine polls, damn near everyone in the whole world knows it,
too.
If Arnold Ziffel could read, he
would probably be on the next ·
train out of Green Acres bound for
F4}lensburg.
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Arts & Entertainrrient

c

Art Exhibit coming

·Papa John's· 'Rolling'
BY ANNIE SUFFRON

Where can you go every Wed:
nesday night for free, fine and
fantastically live entertainment,
with no cover charge and-you don't
even have to be twenty one? Papa
Johns is right in your own friendly
main floor SUH Pit. It's open mike
from 8:00to10:00 p.m. and a great
way to relax from the affairs of the
day. Just sit around and listen, or
should you be a musician, poet, or
dramatist, this is your place to
entertain your brothers and sisters. Don't hesitate to bring your
instruments along, one and all, because if you don't want to climb on
the soap box in the center stage
you can get in on the free jam
afterwards.
Next to be served were two
guitarists/singers that have been
together for a while. Kevin Jones
and Cam Nichols of Barto Hall,
weave songs into beautiful har::
monic tapestries. They have a
tightness that comes from mat~r
ial that has been well-arranged.
Want to hear some intricate guitar
work and your favorite james
Taylor tune? Kevin and Cam can
do that and then some.
Your humble reporter also play.· ed and sang a couple tul,les on
piano and guitar. Speaking as a
per.former, it was sure fine to play
to an audience that was really tistening to the music, for all the
musicians, who played all styles of
music, were well received. It was
a very open atmosphere.

Art works of 39 former students a member of the Art DepartAs the evening progl-essed, the
audience mushroomed from small of a veteran Central professor will ment for 31 years and gained a
to large. There was even a blues be exhibited on the CWU campus widespread reputation not only for
her own artistic achievements but
jam towards the end with Rich here beginning October 17.
The artists, many now profes- for her profound influence upon
Cahsteen on harp.
If you've got talent in your sionally recognized throughout the the lives and careers of her stupocket in the performing arts and nation, will display their works for dents.
The CWU Board of Trustees has
want a chance to be appreciated, a two-week period leading to dedcome on down to Papa Johns, each ;ication ceremonies for the new .approved the naming of the Uniand every Wednesday at 8 p.m. Sarah Spurgeon Gallery in CWU' s versity's major art gallery in
honor of Miss Spurgeon, who will
It's open mike and everybody's .Randall Fine Arts Building.
i
Miss
Spurgeon,
who
retired
hP. present witlt many of her
welcome.
from the cwu faculty in 1970, was
former students, for dedication
The new coordinator and M.C. is
Terry Tally who is .t aking over for
Dave Thomason who did a great
job last year. Terry is operations manager for KCWS radio,
Cable 91 on your dial. Although a
little mike shy in front of "all
those people", he keeps the show
'rolling like a freight train' and is
BY JODY DAIGNEAULT
always happy to sign you or your
Goofy's band last week was
ASC Productions brought in the
group up to perform. You can find
Appaloosa. Most of their songs I
Seattle-based-Cherub
for
a
dance
him most days through the ASC
heard were done excellently,
Office in the SUB or at the radio this last weekend. What a burn. though a few others I could easily
station right across the hall. The blacks hated them because take or leave. Overall, Appaloosa
Papa Johns opening night ser- they were a lousy white · band; has a good sound and puts on a
ved up a high class menu. The first whites hated them because they competent show.
course was Matt Carlson: a man, a were a lousy white band; security
guitar and his songs that you could guards hated them because they
·listen to all night. Talk about your were too loud for a lousy white
soulfull professional easy listening. band; dancers hated them because
It's a joy to listen to his wide var- they were a lousy white dance
iety of music done so spontaneous- band. I hated them because they
ly with that jazzy flair; he tells butchered every Bloodrock song
neat stories.
they got their hands on. They
even wrecked the Kink's "You
...,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ Really Got Me". I've heard garage
Gold wallet lost. Paper's badly bands that do it better than
needed. Reward offered. Please Cherub. They're closer to "Embryo" than they are to "Cherub".
call: P. Douce at: 963-2766.

It's a'happenin

1

H;;;;Hglllii~~C.OOCiil'fiiill'I~
Mon.- Fri. -B to 9 p.m.

Sat. (w/peanuts)
12 _5 p.m.

r;:~~~·d~·y·p~~~'.d.Ni9hf ·1
.
.
4

ceremonies the evening of Saturday, October 29.
Artists who studied under Miss
Spurgeon during her long instructional tenure will send works
for the exhibit from many points in
the United States and Canada. The
public showing will be from 8 a.m.
to noon and from 1 to 5 p.m.,
Mondays through Fridays, October 17-29.

All you can eat $ l2 5 §

·

STARTS FRIDAY - OCTOBER 14th

§

.

Spaghetti, Green

Salad, Garlic Bread
4 to 7 p.m.

.~ 8-11 p.m. 30 pounds~.
·············································
:.

·Sunday 9-12 p.m.

Burt Reynolds
"SlnokeyAMITIE Bandtt"
Sally Field· Jerry Reedaro
Jackie Gleason Ias Sherill Bulord l Justice I

The VILLAGE
..-~~~~~~~~~~---

117W.4th

925-3939

Lunch at the Tav

Hot Dogs

1-1:30-2:30 p.m.

World famous
·and only 25'
( 40' Long Dog)
Also Kegs &
Ponies to go

The best and biggest
sandwich in town

.OPEN 6:45 925-4598
·~hows 7:00 & 9:15

.T he most
controversial
American herq
of our time
•:

•
.
........................Com 1ng UP····························
Hal/o\Neen P'a rty:- Sat., Oct~ . 29th
Costumes Required

Hat Party-sometime in November

m::~~\::
Four years in preparation and production.

§

GREGORY PECK•

MRARTHUR

=~

Pap 10

Students
find
thrills
at high
altitudes

IT'S THIS WAY-Liesb Lewie expi.iaa emergency proceedures
to new st.._ctents. About 20 Central students have made their first

jumps since the begining of fall quarter.
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FREE FALL-Juriipmuter Liesb Lewis [right) goes out with Greg Heinricherfrom6,500feet.

Greg Heinricher of Central established
a first in Northwest parachuting .Monday.
At 2,500 feet Heinricher parachuted from
a gUder-the first glider jump in the
Northwest.
·
Heinricher is a member of the Central
Washington Sky Diver's Club. Club
_
members are Central students who have

nRsT..:.Grea Beinriela• leU go of the glider at 2,500
la ..... IO Ile beamae tlae tint _northwest

feet~

parachutist to jump from a glicler.

GETI'ING IT RIGHT-Heinricher makes 8ure hJa parachute ia packed rfcht before ·
jumping.

found a d lfferen t· way to get their thrills.
At this time there are 30 members in the
club, inclu~ing almost 20 who made their
first jump since school started.
Before jumping, begi,nning students

train using U.S. Parachute Association recognized training techniques. The
student must then make five static-line
jumps before attempting freefall.
Jump-master Leigh Lewis conducts the
course. Lewis has personally made over_·
1,250 jumps. He is a former member of
the national champion freefall team
Clear-eye Express from Seattle.
Anyone interested in joining the club can
call Lewis at: 962-9170, or meet in the
Civil. Air Patrol Building at Bower Field.
Meet~ng time is 8 a.m.1 each Saturday.

Arts & Entertainment
Ne\N tavern ·m gt. in fo\Nn
BY DAVE FREmOTB

farm. For all three, the tavern
business is a shot in the dark. "It
There have been some changes
was there, so we decided to try it,"
in the night life scene around town
says Jerry, who has no other night
since this summer. Both Goofy's club experience. Jery further exand the Ranch have come up with plained some of his goals, "We're
new owners and both are rel- going to try to appeal to a broadatively newcomers to the tavern er range of people, "tone the atscene.
mosphere down a bit. We'd like to
Two brothers ·and a cousin, get away from the rowdy scene."
Jerry, Brad and Arnie Greenwalt, One example of this is the lack of
· are the new owners of Goofy's. pinball tables. "We would like to
Because of their travels they call m!lke thi~ the kind of place. we'd
Quincy their last home, but as like-to-eat-at," he continued.
Jerry puts it, "We've been in so
Musically, the theme remains
many places it's hard to say we're the same as before with a variety
from any one place." Jerry's done of rock and roll bands, both local
everything from a stint in the ser- and from the coast. Some of the
vice, to teaching Jr. College, while local groups to be looking for
Brad has put some time in on a are-Lucky Pierre and Nash. Dur-

ing the middle of November, the of that before it went under. The
Greenwalts are presenting two opportunity was there, so I thougroups from the coast, Jr. Cad- ght-why not?0 The Ranch is open
illac and Thin Red Line. Goofy's for dancing-Wed., Fri. and Sat.
will feature music-Wednesday
Another popular place, the Corthru Saturday.
nerstone, will have live music
Wayne Johnson, the owner of Thursday, mainly consisting of
Jack's Tavern, has just purchased local bands. Of interest to some
the Ranch and hasn't had a chance people may be the pre-Halloween
to decide what he's going to do. party which will feature, what
"I'm just going to feel things out owner Larry Jonnson calls, a
until I find out what's going to go," bladder bust. "This is where we
says Johnson, "This place was kind clear out the bathrooms and sell
of red-necky, I'd like to see if schooners for ·10 cents until somethere's any college market." John- one has to go. It's a riot to watch
son plans to alternate rock and people try to hold it."
country music weekly.
Finally, the Holiday Inn will fea· As far as physical changes, ture Factory Outlet in two weeks
Wayne says, "It's too early to tell, · which, as manager Terry Bichsel
I'm just going to take it one step says. "is one of our more popular groups with the younger
at a time."
Johnson bought Jack's tavern people." Bichsel also suggests that
seven months ago-and before a Halloween costume party is in
that? "I was working on farm in the works, but details are yet to
the valley, but I decided to get out come.

Ellensburg Boot & Shoe

Repair
Full line of shoe care
.
products plus a full-se~vice'. . :.r
shop. Tues. - Sat . . 9-5:30
3rd & Pine
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BY NATE SMITH
~
Are you tired of doing nothing
but sitting around the dorm,
half-camatose, trying to be the
first to finish that pony keg? Have
'')
you had.it up to here with pumping
an endless stream of quarters into
some uncaring pinball machine
only to be rewarded with a big
"Tilt" on your last ball? Well,
)
Central U. is behind you all the
way. That's why the good people
here have given. y9u, the student,
an alternative. This campus will be
loaded with outside activities in
the Arts designed to keep you kids
occupied and entertained too.
Beginning Oct. 17, there will be
·_;
an art exhibit in honor of Sarah
Spurgeon, a former art professor
here. Several dozen of, Ms. Spurgeon's students will be on hand to
)
display their works. The exhibit
will last until Oct. 30.
· From Nov. 6-Dec. 2, the gallery
will feature the pottery of art
teacher Richard Fairbanks.
For you drama fans, the first
play of the year, "Equus," directed
by Richard Leinaweaver, will be u
performed Nov. 2-5, at 8:30 p.m. at
McConnell Auditorium.
We certainly can't forget you
music devotees. On Nov. 9, at
~
Hertz Hall, there will be a Central
orchestra concert with solo vocalist Lynn Dupin, contralto. On
Dec. l, also at Hertz Hall, John
and Jennifer Rinehart will give a
two piano concerts at 8 p.m.; on
Dec. 8, the .Madrigal Singers and
the Brass choir will give a show at
8:00; and on Dec~ 9, Jazz Night,
you'll be able to hear the two. jazz
bands and the two jazz choirs .at •
8 p.m. These last three events will
Also be held at Hertz (did I even
need to tell you?). On Dec. 11, at
3 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium, •
the orchestra and the choir will
put on their Christmas concert.
All this, in addition to the
Firefall conert, with opening act
Jesse Winchester, on Nov. 15 at
8 p.m., Nicholson Pavilion.
I think you've got to admit that
the people involved in the activi- "
ties for this quarter have done a
commendable job of finding things
for you to do. The activities listed ""'
here are all more constructive
than taking drugs and more fun
than studying. Get with it!
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Dine Out

·:11~we are a
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West Interchange
across from Perkins

I

Open l 0 l 0 daily .
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little
!i! further. out but Ws
:~J worth 1·t . We have:
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,,,~ :~:;;de;a~urgers
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Alice's Restaurantill ;i~i~~e~~ii;;ers
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DOWNTOWN ·

We have on& of the

largest selections to choose from
(over 70 ltanglng plants}.
We also have clay pots,
ferf fllzers, pottery , soils, hangers,
stands( ce~amlc pot• .
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Events
scheduled
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Clam Strips
F. r~n's fresh homemade

im;.~ ~ ~oup and fresh
:::: frozen yogurt
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Consider yourselves part of the when he had to "beg students to
elite, students of Central, be- turn out" for the choir, but now
cause you've got something to be he's trying to select the choir from
proud of, something that sets you - 53 people trying out, already .trimapart from anyone else. That's _. med from a hefty 140. The choir is
right, you've got a nationally re- recognized across the state as an
cognized -Jazz Choir and if any- excellent one and Moawad feels
one starts to give you a lot of guff that its' reputation is helping the
about where you go to school, you Central music depa:r;tment.
just tell them that. The Central
Vocal jazz is a tricky thing to
Jass Choir has been chosen, from ·explain. Vocal swing is easier. As
who knows how many other col- Moawad puts it, vocal swing is
leges in this nation, to perform at "Oklahoma smiles and brilliantine"
· the National · Association of Jazz and has a lot more to do with
Educators in' Texas: in the first movement. "Vocal jazz," says Moaweek in January. They merely wad, "is much closer to the insent a tape of their best per- trumental concepts. Tone quality,
formances to Matt Benton, the dir- interpretation and basic sound are
ector of the N.A.J.E.and were sel- the important things. It's reedy,
ected to show their stuff at the its' color is dark, like a trombone.
But you need one good soprano
convention. Central marches on! voice for a lead trumpet feel." He
Choir director John Moawad is said he feels he has become more
obviously proud of this achieve- · sound in the c.oncepts of the choir
ment. The Jazz Choir is a rel- · and that it is a good learning
atively new item on campus. It experience for all involved.
was started in 1972, when the emMoawad gives a great deal of
phasis all over the state shifted credit for the success of the choir
from swing choirs to jazz choirs. to student Da-ve Aaberg, who does
There were times, Moawad said, a lot of ao:aneuur .fur_ it and in
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general, takes the right-hand-man
role. Moawad claims that the
N.A.J.E. judges were very impressed with Aaberg's arrangements' and that they influenced
their decision ~ great deal. Aaberg
could probably be called the proverbial 'man in the corner' for Cen.-
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Winegar's ......
Open Monday thru Saturday
Food coupons
accepted

AND~Cralg

············.~.·

Puf. _some snap In your day,
with m Ille from Wlneg~r's

" .

euPAllS
el.AllGI MUCTION
Of ·DISCOUNT UCOllDI

·met dinner in ·November. In the
JDeantime, you .can catch the choir
on Jazz Night, Dec. 9, at 8:00 p.m.
in Hertz Hall. So just remember,
kid, the U. you're attending is as
good as anyone elses', better, in
fact, because you've got the Central Jazz Choir plugging it.

w-al jazz.
The question is: Is the Central
Jazz Choir going to attend the convention? Well, they'd like to but
first they'll have to raise $7,000 for
· the trip. The choir. is planning to
appeal, to local busmessess and is
also planning to put on a gour-

1 pm-7 pm

411 w. 11tll •• 121-1121

Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavnion.

R.C.A. • Sony

DEAN'S
T.I. &IPPLlllCE

Ugly Bear Tavern
Bring your hunger and thirst on down
for Daily Specials
Sunday·: free--poo.1 4-tables
Monday/
Tuesday: fr_e e popcorn with purchase
Wednesday:free pool, 4 -tables
Thursday·: Domestic wine 40~ a glass
or $ ·1 .50 a pitcher
60 oz. pitcher of beer $1.50
friday/schooners 4 for $1.00
Saturday: or pitcher $1 ~50 until 7 p.m.
Variety of Deep-Fried Food
and Fresh Sandwiches
Pinball, Air H-ockey, Pool,
Foosball and other Electronic Games

Thurs., Oct. 20

$1.00

SUB Theatre 3, 7, 9:30 p.m.

KEGS~ GALLONS, PONY KEGS

1 11 West 3rd ·

925-4602
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·- Under new ownership
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Cover $1.50
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Campus Crie1
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Jody Daigneault

Hey, kids l It's Trendy Teen Time
travesty of history, .they all got
together and the Portsmouth
Sinfonia was born, chock full of
non-musicians. Your're probaQly
wondering why they didn't just
form a rock band, like everyone
else who knows nothing about
music. The answer is that they all
love classical music and settling
for anything else would be tantamount to prostitution of their,
ahem, artistic integrity. So, here
we have this album and what an
album it is!

The passages I do get iiito, inAlbums for this week's review band) argues strongly that he is
were provided courtesy of Stero- ·his own man and not just another trigue me mostly be~ause they ~
·c raft and Czardas.
Hendrix duplicate, I'm sure he remind me of Jan Hammer's work
believes that thoroughly. Never- (o~ s_ometimes Chick Corea).
theless, the unmistakable sounds
"Out in the Sun" strikes me as a
of Hendrix-style Stratocaster guita:r, ooze out of every groove of "In . keyboard cultist's album-done
well-but, as Francis Zappoid
City Dreams."
It's not that I have anything would say "no commercial potenagainst Hendrix imitations. Hen· tial".
drix was one of the best. Still,
when I want to hear some new ....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....._.
Hendrix oriented material, I'll lis·
ten to Mahogany Rush. - ·
·
B1' NATE SMITH
GENTLE GIANT/THE
SING PIECE
Remember la8t week when, in
this very column, I billed Judas '
·Priest as the hottest band to
emerge in the last couple years?
Sorry, . but it was an . honest
mistake. I hadn't yet heard the
new Gentle Uiant -release. Judas
Priest is the tastiest band around,
but when it comes to tightness a·nd
technical proficiency, Gentle Giant
leaves most other bands in the
dust. These guys are so together
·
it's scary. But I like it.
Gentle Giant's ~ musicai ex- I refuse to review punk rock
uberance is infectuous. I found albums. I don't care if he did start
myself saying such profound state- it all.
·~ ments as "wow",· "yeah", "all
right" and "ai-yi-yi" (not to :r;nention the periodic, "how do they do
that?".
Defining Gentle Giant is to
define the indefinite. It's pointless.
Which brings me to the point.
There are no missing pieces on
~'The Missing Piece." "Enjoy.

Is it finally possible to comment
on a Robin Trower album without
• mentioning Jhni Hendrix? Whoops, too late.
Trower has added a new bassist
while former bassist and vocalist
• James Dewar now concentrates on
singing exclusively. The first thing
'that comes to one's attention .·is
that the biting, hard-cutting edge
• of the band is significantly softened.
Robin Trower (the man, not the

Keyboardist Patrick Moru (formerly associated with Yes) has released a solo album, although why
it's called a solo album is unclear to me, for the simple reason
that Mora plays with more than a
dozen inusic1ans throughout the
platter. Irrelevant, you say? You
are right.
"Out in The Sun" is a good
album. In fact, it's an excellent
album. It's _brilliantly ~roduced to
boot. Moru's Taurus, Oberheim,
Poly · and Mini-moog, Clavinet,
Steinway Grand, ARP 2600, Fender 88, double moog, Hammond
C-3 and AKS effects (not to
mention his Vibrotronic Bubbletron) proficiency are truly magnificient works of audio art. Only one
criticism. The album, as a whole,
doesn't do anything for me.

PORTSMOUTH SINFONIA
PLAYS THE POPULAR
CLASSICS
Forget Kiss. Forget Foghat.
Forget that cruddy band you
formed with your brother in junior
high. They're all useless; Flush "em
· . down the toity. The Portsmouth ·
Sinfonia reigns supreme as the
worst
group ever in· the history of
BAKER-G URVITZ ARMY I
the world. They are truly disgust- .
ELYSIAN ENCOUNTER
ing, culturally barbarian and, in
Somehow, African rhythms, Lageneral, the only really decadent
tin melodies, rock tempos, blues musical organization on earth.
vocals and a myriad of other !They are -not avant-garde. · They
non-descript musical styles have !are not jazz-nouveau. They are not
interbred and been born into Stravinsky fanatics. They're just
"Elysian . E~counte!."
bad. They're so bad they've been
Why, I can even hear strains of known to send music majors into ·
Cream (drummer Ginger 8.- convulsions. I don't want to start
ker's old band) _in this album. N9. ; anything but is it really just
not the magazine that hires all the 'coincidence that Stokowski "didn~t
"intellectual" record reviewers :die until AFTER this album was
that say such heavy stuff as released? Whatever the case may ·
'wimpy' all the time, have names be, the fact remains that the
even stranger than my own and Portsmouth Sinfonia are stomachponder over such serious ques- churning and can only shed distions like- "What, if anytliing, grac~ on classical music as long
does self-indulgence mean?"
· as they exist.
Rumor-mill has it that Clapton,
Which is exactly wliy you should
Bruce and Baker have reformed buy this album. Whether you're
Cream. If Baker takes the bizarre tone deaf, or need reminding of
styles he's into on "Elysian En- how ~mbarrassed you should be of
counter" into Cream, then it sure your first attempts __fo_Jearn the
won't be the Cream we all came to trombone in 7th grade, or whether
know and love. Of course after five ·you just think classical music has
or six years of solo trips by Cream needed a good kick in the pants for
members, the band wouldn't re- the last 300 years, this album is for
semble much of . its' former -self, you. What the group seems to be is
anyway.
ia collection of guys and gals like
you and me who decided they'd
BAKER-GURVITZ ARMY?
They sound like an English version like to be in an orchestra. Their
of the Grateful Dead in a lot only problem was that they could·
of ways. "Elysian Encounter?" It'll n't play their instruments very
take a while to really ge! i~to it. well. Somehow, through some

They destroy all your favorites!
"The William Tell Overture" is
reduced to a pile of rubble by the
time they finish it. "The Nutcracker Suite" lies in shame and agony
after their treatment of it. "Also
Sprach Zarathustra" (which features a hilarious Miles Davis-style
trumpet solo as some poor guy just
can't hit the higher notes) dies a
much deserved death at their
hands (don't worry ·about that
surface noise you hear on this
cut-it's merely the sound of
Richard Strauss turning over in
his grave). I dare anyone to not be
offended-by a least SOMETHING
· on this album. My own time
came when I heard their version
of Bach's "Air," my second favorite
piece of music in 't he world (right
behind Eddie· and the Hot Rods'
version of "Get Out of Denver").
The shock was so great that I flew
into a blind rage and beat up
everyone in my psychology class, a
blatant act of aggression that we
:ater discussed. I'm sure there's
something on this album that will
affect you in a similar w.1y. Why do
they even try? These guys ·couldn't
even play "Shake your Booty."
But always remember that this
album, at heart, is a rock and roll
album. Nobody who can actually
play this music will be the slightest __bit interested (No sense of
humor in those-people at all). You
folks who retained a consiste:p.t C
average in 7th grade band should
find .it a regular laugh riot. As for
me, I haven't heard anything this
amazing since the Masked Marauders' album, but that, alas, is
another leg~nd. So, buy the .Ports-.
mouth Sinfonia album today, available wherever lousy records are
sold.

Tired of Stridying?
Take a ''Beer,B reak''

i

at BarneY-'s just a 5-minute walk

from campus. We have your
favorite beverage on tap.
Gallons to go.
books, art prints
coffee, tea & accessories

hand-crafted gifts
204 E. 4th

10-6

~-F,

12-6 Sat.

·En/oy a Sup·e r Moth·e r with your beer.
Open till 11 p.m .,.Mon.· thru Sat.
Happy Hour_3-5 p.m.,Mon. thru Fri.

Sunday 12-7 p.m.
Across from McConnell

A~udltor-lum

Paae .16

Campus Crier
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N-on-league ·

Portland rips Cats
JACK COREY

Portland State sidestepped
··having five of their passes intercepted to roll up a 53-6 romp over
the Wildcats in a non-league battle
last Saturday in Portland.
The Vikings dominated every
offensive category as four different quarterbacks put the ball in
the air for over 500 yards. When
they weren't chewing up yardage
through the air, their running
game produced another 147 yards
and three touchdowns to go with
the five touchdowns they scored
via passes.
Central's offense was held to 101
yards total and had three aerials

intercepted.
Portland scored on their first
possession, which set the tone for
the whole game. They had to punt
only .once the entire game while
the Cats had to boot the ball away
fourteen times.
The Wildcats produced their
only score in the second quarter
after Tim Sund intercepted his
second pass of the day. He
.returned the theft to Portland's 12
yard-line. Two plays later, quarterback Bill White, called his own
number and ·put Central on the
scoreboard for their only points.
Portland put the ball in the· air
57 times and five of those landed in
the arms of three different Cats.
~3und's two steals against PSU

Pree is-ion
hai.r
cutting
for
and women
Hours:
·Mon. 8-5
Tues., Wed. & °Thurs. 8-10

Fri. & Sat. 8-5

EADHUNTER
HAIR CARE STUDIO .

707 N. Main, Ellensburg

matches his performance ag~inst
Eastern the week before and _was
Ciccompanied this week by. sophomore linebacker Bob Stancik from
Kennewick, who also had two
interceptions. Freshman Rod Todd
brought down the fifth aerial
hijack.
.
Other defensive standouts for
the Cats included Rick Harris with
seven tackles at linebacker and
Jim Raser, who recovered a
fumble.
Offensively, Ken Price rushed
for 26 yeards on eight attempts
and Brian Maine ran for 25 yards .
on five tries. White passed for 57 ·
yards on 22 attempts and had all ·
three interceptions attributed to
him.
.
The Wildcats are at Eastern
Oregon College this Saturday for
an afternoon game.' Next weekend,
they come home for the_ir annual
homecoming contest-this year against the Vikings of Western
Washington.

Soccer
shut-out
JACK COREY

With more than twice as many
shots-on-goal than the opponent
and having owned the ball for
almost the whole first hall, it
would seem to anybody not at the
soccer game last Saturday that the
Wildcats would have put their first
league win in their pocket at the
final Klln· .
· ·E;ccept that they didn't ...
:-:-:·!·!·:·:·:·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·!·:·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::=.::::
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Save on brand name hard and
soft lens supplies. Send for free illustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Supply Center, 341 E. Camelbaek,
Phoenix, Arizona 85012.

EQUAL COMFORT

·

Red Wing Trail Boots ..

Men's and women's boots made on men's and
women's lasts . . They fit. Both with ~upple Or?
Russet water-repellent leather and trail-tough V1bram® lug soles.

Interference? Cary David.ion collides with Whitman's goalie.
Whitman College, taking advantage of very windy conditions at
Central's liome field, posted a 2-nil
victory to brag about on the!-1' lon,g
way home to Walla Walla.
Having the wind at their backs
in the first hall, Central dominated
the offense, keeping Whitman's
goalie busy blocking anything that
came close to trespassing his territory. Tim Crawley narrowly missed givin~ the Cats an early lead
after receiving a precise pass from
Bobby Storino. But the quickness
of .their goalie prevented such a
lead to ever materialize. What did
materialize was their goalie's first
shut-out of the new season.
A booming goalie kick by Central's Ron Button also barely
missed the back side of the net as
the opposing goalie allowed the
ball to slip through his hands after
it had rolled all the way to him.

Photo by Bobbi Catron.
. Luckily for him and for Whitman,
·the ball trickled just wide of the
goal.
Whitman got on the board early.
in the first half when the Wildcat's
goalie moved up to try and block a
break-away shot at the 15 yard
line; his block was successful, but
the deflection landed in front of
Kim Ng, another Whitman player,
who booted the ball past Rod
Bloom to give Whitman a lead they
kept all day.
Their second goal came as a
result of a direct kick from the 30.
Mike Alger kicked a curving
line-drive that sailed past Button
with five minutes left in the match.
The Cats will be taking on
Montana in the next home match
on Oct. 22. This Saturday they
head to Gonzaga in an attempt to
even their record to 1 win, 1 loss
and 1 tie.
·

Dan's Photo-Plus
Cong rat ulaf Ions
To our winners of the hamburger
feed drawing:

3rd runner up: Michael Kim
2nd runner up: D.avld Meyers
tboth receive a free roll of film}

Grand prlz·e :

ta cameraJ

Karen Wilkens:·,.,.._........~~

8·12~Expo~re

-...::-<JJ.11•

Includes 110 Size

Try on a pair at your
Red Wing Dealer

Mundy's

Downtown.

Kodacolor Film
DEVELOPING
and PRINTING

il.......t____ $1.99~r.
Borderless
SILi\ FINISH

Family Shoe Store
Open late Friday nights

Pooo

Lomil 1

Expires Oct. 30, 1977

.

Redeemable Cash Value 1120 of One Cent

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY OROER

420 N. Pine 925~4606

I
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Olympic coach -featured

Suh-m zooms

4

in Win

Coaches' Meet
potential gymnast by," she said,
adding that "dancing to mu$ic,
ability to tumble and gracefulness,
are desirable items a good coach
should be able to teach her athletes." ·
She stressed that gymnasts
should practice year-round, though their $eason is in the spring. A
positive .attitude, as well as being
self-motivated, are key intangibles any athlete should rely upon
during · their' .off-season, she explained.
_
She ·went on to state how she
handles_her. practices in Nevada.
Before the season begins, she has
each of _her gymnasts learn only
sections of a . routine at · a time.
As the pre-season progresses she
helps them C{)mbine each section of

BY JACK COREY
Dale Flansas, head coach of the
girls gymnastic team at the Univversity of Nevada, at Reno, highlighted the conference on Girls and
Women in Sports (GWS), held at
Nicholson . Pavillion last week.
--It was one of three conferences
being held nation-wide and the
first ever to be held on the West
Coast.
· Flansas spoke to a gathering of
coaches from all over the west,
about the essentials that a potential gymnast must possess in order
to succeed in gymnastics.
"Natural ability and knowledge
of fundamental basics alpng with
strength and power are all elements a coach should judge the

Better 1.lfe
Natural Food

Welcomes .You!

Under

"1LY-ou don't see it, ask. for it!

ances and it is easier to schedule ~oals of developing rivalries and
opponents.
mcreaSing interest andatiendance"
Beamer feels that dropping from toward sporting events.
the conferen<:e is a good move for
A re-alignment of conferences In
now'. He foresees no problem in · our area is very possible. The Conscheduling opponents and anti- ference meets at the round table in
cipates no trouble financially or in November and there may be some
recruiting talented athletes.
interesting new developments and
Despite the advantage of con- surprises.
ference membership, we should
"Getting out of the Evergreen
not be in any hurry to jump into Conference is a step in the ·right
another one. Care should be taken direction," says Beamer.
to locate a conference that will 'fit
It is ,-the most logical move.
well into Central's ·long

- For many years, Central has
been a member of the Evergreen
Conference. When Central entered
the EvCo, there were high 'hopes
that it would develop into a firstclass conference. Now, seven
years later, these hopes have
fallen to the point where we are
considering dropping completely
from the confe\'ence. The hopedfor rivalries neve_r materialized as
most of the schools in our league never developed a comparable
athletic program to the Wildcats'.
Though some schools may excell in
a particular sport, they often let
their other sports decline.
·
Central has always }?een an exception to this rule. We have ·developed an excellent, well-balanced athletic program. The fact is •
that we .have won the conference's
All-Sports trophy every year we ·
have been iil the EvCo and the last
li years in a row. This award may
not appear to be such an honor,
considering the quality of competitors, but finishing ninth in the nation in All-Sports trophy points, is
a strong indication of our need for
higher-class 'competition.
Eastern has announced that
they will withdraw soon from the
conference. With Eastern dropping and Central strongly considering so, the breaking-up of the
conference is next to imminent.
It also would be a wise move financially to drop out of the conference. Dr. Adrian Beamer, Cent~
rals' Athletic Director, claims it
costs just about as much to send a
traveling squad to one of the
Southern Oregon schools over- •
night for one game, as it would to
finance that same squa9s· full
traveling schedule for one season
in the state of Washington.
Central, at the outset of withdrawing, would go independent
temporarily, yet eventually would
hope to join a worthy conference.
Being in a conference does have
its' advantages. There are common
rules concerning eligibility a~d lin-

ownership with ...

More -inventory to fill
your every nutritional need.

Wildcats want out
BY TONY LEITCH

ment for the junior from Yakima.
Suhm, selected as this years'
captain and his teammates travel
to -Western Washington to· run in
the WWU Invitational this Saturday.
The next home meet for the
Thinclads will be October 29, when
they host the Central Washington
Invitational. It wil be run at the
Elks Course.

Toby Suhms' winning effort at
an invitational meet in British
· the routine into one whole routine Columbia, early in October, dethat is well-synchronized and has serves to be mentioned again.
high scoring possibilities at the Suhm won the meet that included
meets.
two top NAIA teams from our disAfter her speech, she gave sev- trict. He won the main attraction.eral demonstrations -using girls the 10,000 meter race,(which is 6.2
from the gymnastic club located on miles to us · 'unmetered' Americampu~. Ftmda-mentals, warm-up - cans). His time of 30 minutes, 26
techniques and tips on improving seconds is a commendable achieve:and increasing the scoring possibilities of the routines, were the
main items she had demonstrated.
The pieces of equipment used
for the informative demonstrations were the uneven and parallel
bars, tumbling mats and the balar;ice beam.
Flansas . was both a participant
a:hd judge for the Olympic Games
n~w
and was Head Coach for the 1976
Gymnastic Team.
·

Hours·: M-Th 9:30-6 Fri. 9:30-4
(Until 3/ 1 /-78)
Closed Saturdays

Starting Oct. 16
open 12-4 on Sundays·_

111

w. 6th

_

~,ii~\''

You can be liberated
from your halrl

1

Our p1rofessional
staff of trained stylistsit
.
~:

can help you today
wi_th your skin and
hair personal needs.

We'll teac'1 you

~

PJ's
~

Ellen~burg\ - Bicycle Shop

to style your ·
hair at home
508 E.3rd 962-2550

·························~·················~······················~·································
"llllllil

Wildcat

IB®c©~Il®

of the

week .

DELIVERY
Dally 5-11 pm

D.ance this \A/eek

·· · · ···~ · ~ · · · · ..... ···. ···COUPON· ...... ~ ........·..... .

~..-.....

!iP
?
3

.:·

.

$2.000FF

·

the purchase
ut~
of any lar9• or
$ 1.50 off any medium pizza

~
j

' with this cotiP-,on
Expires Oct. 31, 1977

··············~~··············~·······~······················

to

Epicentre

.Mike Fitterer

...

.C entra1 ·vs Eastern .

He's entitled to two~
·free dinners and a
Thurs. nQ cover till 9:30
free pass to the
Low cover till c/os in~
dance floor
.······················································~················
.... ···························'

Wed. thru Sat.
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Sport
CWU Invitational Volleyball
:Tournament will host nine teams
on Oct. 14 & 15 in Nicholson Pavilion. There will be four sessions.
Women's volleyball gall}.e~ _ will
start at 5:30 p.m., Friday, Oct. 14
and will continue on Saturday at~
a.m. The championship game will
·take place at 5 p.m., Saturday,
Oct. 15.
The pnce per session will be 50
cents for students 'a nd $1 per. sessiori for adults.
The whole package, which includes four sessions, will be $1.25
for students and $2.25 for adults.

CWU's field hockey team 'will
host WSU and University of Idaho
Oct. 14 & 15. The first match
against WSU begins at 3 p.m., Friday, Oct. 14. Central will clash
with Idaho, Saturda_y, Oct. 15 at 9

Shorts
a.m. Both games will be played behind Nicholson Pavilion.
Returning Central alumni will
play CWU varsity at 1 p.m., Oct.
15. The alumni will be honored at a
pot luck dinner after the match.

I

****

1
\

Central's championship women's
volleyball team showed what they
were made of at the University of ;
Idaho Invitational Oct. 7 ·& 8.
·senior Cat, Colleen Hall, played a
~ard hitting game. Cheryl Mercier, . senior, played a good all- ·
around game.
The Wildcats defeated Walla
Walla Community Coll~e Satur- .
day 15-8, 15-3 and edged U. of
Idaho 15-11, 15-12 the same afternoon. Winding up the Invitational, the Cat~ defeated Spokane
Falls Community College 15-5,

. l

J6-14.

OUR KITTITAS VALLEY
EADQUARTERS FOR

Lev rs

Terry Price and Cheryl Mercier prove, who has the best team.

Photo by Bobbi Catron

HA:RDCORES DORM &
THIS SATURDAY

6 A.M. • JOA.M
1 oe Sc hoon·e rs.
$2~95 T-SHIRTS

DEl.IVERY

925-1111
925-2222
BECA -USE Of THE GREAT
RESPONSE THIS YEAR IN
tNEED WE SAY MORE Ill} DELIVERIES, PIZZA MIA
AS PURCHASED A THIRD
CAR TO INSURE ALL OUI

1r1r1r1r1r
(21 and over onl

SWEEPSTAICES NUMBERS
OCTOBER 1 · 7, 1977
114653 .
TRESA
111703 NANCY
114699
TOM
114603
MARI
113145 .
MARK
CHARLES 113217
·wAYNE
114660
StEVE
113096
JANE
111721
DAVE
113119

RUS
DALE
SCOTT
BRAD .
JIM

114581

114502
114662
111601
114729

PAT

DOUG

DEBBIE
ROB
LINDA

111731
ti1743
114593
113108
113052

PATTY
DENNY
ANNETTE
LORA
DINO

113172
.113159
113196
U4521

BILL
RANDY
KEVIN
HOWARD
DALE

113218
111621
113109
114952
114714

IJ130~5

,o-==-==-=-=-==-=-=-=-==-~=-=-;::-::::-=-;;::-=-=-::K:O"

HOME g

CUSTOMERS FAST ·
DELIVERY
WE DELIVER EVERY .DAY
FROM 5 P.M. • 2 A.M.
EACH CAR -IS C. B.

EQUIPPED TO PROVIDE
f ASTER SERVICE.

~

~

rtZA A[,.
~
~
.1:1
. SWEEPSTAKES 4 N
6

i~I .a \
~J l~

Each ord~r slip will include a Pizzo Mio Sweepstakes number
Every number will be different.
'
This Sweepstakes number is your personalized key to at least
fifteen 1151 CASH prizes and over three thousand 13,0001 food
prizes! Worth over $10,000.

()

A minimum of twenty 120I winning numbers will appear in the
Campus Crier each issue. These numbers ore drown from the previous week's orders and entries.
Prizes consist of $100.00, $50.00, $25.00, all size pizzas and all
$ize grinders.
If all n"!merols of a published winning Sweepstakes number
exactly match your personal number from the order slip, you ore
o winner of a pri.?e.
Here is how you clair:i your Sweepstakes prize: Bring your order
slip to Pizzo Mio to be confirmed. Drow from the Sweepstakes bowl
·anchedeem your prize.
If unable to claim in person, send your winning order slip to Pizza
Mia, 801 Euclid Woy, Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Be sure to
include your name and full moiling oddress so that your Sweepstakes prize may be mailed to you without delay.
No purchase nece5sory to participate. Anyone wishing to porti·
-.:ipote may send o self-addressed, stomped envelope to Pizza Mio.
A personal number will be· sent to that person by return mail without charge. Deadline .for "number requests" will be five days
prior to upcoming . issue series so that participant is reasonably
sure of receiving his number in time for the new series starting.
limit one free number per family.
Winning numbers will be posted at Pizza Mio following each issue
publication.
All Sweepstakes winning numbers not claimed by ten days will
be automatically forfeited. ·
The Pizza Mio shall not be responsible for cloirhs or. requests for
numbers which do not arrive on time at proper designation; nor
shall it be responsible for typographical errors which may inad·
vertently appear.
Employee$ of Pizzo Mia and their immediate families ore excluded
from participation in this contd.

L
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Stereocraft • The Right Choicel
Cloo.tna a dealer Is probably your most

to aet paid. We enjoy our work, and you'll
enjoy our store•
Your continued satisfaction is ·important
to us. We're more than just a warehouse,
post office box, or telephone number; and
you're_ more to us than just another
customer. JI there's a bug in you·r system
you can't handle, call us. We'll drop by and
check it out If it can't be cleared up over the
phone. And, as a STEREOCRAFT customer,
you'll be informed by mail ahead of the
aeneral public when we have an audio
equipment sale.
·
Of course, whether you're a new or _longtime STEREOCRAFr customer, you get full
advantaae of our no-rip-off prices (we
GUARANTEE no one can beat olir system
prices!) and liberal Customer Protection
Plan. Come In soon to get acq-ualnted!

crucial hi.fl decision. Naturally enouah, we
.think you'd be wise to choose STEREOCRAFI'. Here's why:
lbe STEREOCRAFf people are professionals. We didn't get into this business, now
In Its seventh year, by accident. We never
sold TVs, or furniture, or appliances. our
tint love and consuming interest is high
fidelity. We continually appraise new equipment, select the best, and then use our
4..tore buyina power to bring it to you at the
l~west Possible prices.
When you come into our store, we're
tliere to help, not hassle, you. We are thor·.oqbly trained to &Ive you straight, underltandable answers to all of your questions.
· We are not on commlulons, so there~s no
pressure to force you to buy in order for us

Mike Gearheart,
manager (above)
and John Secondo.
They'll take your
happiness seriously!

Our Customer Protection Plan Assures
Your Complete and Continued Satisfaction!

4. SPEAKER TRADE-UP POLICY: Use 'em free, up to a year-th·
en trade up. You may trade back your undamaged speaker for
FULL PURCHASE PRICE, ANY TIME WITHIN A YEAR OF
PURCHASE, toward speakers costing at least twice as much.
5. FREE local delivery aad set-up, If you desire.
.
_
8. LOANER EQUIPMENT: U you STEREOCRAFT purchase ever
requires warranty service, we'll lend you a replacement while
we're taking care of the repairs;
7. CONVENIENT FINANCING: We'll help you arrange financing
on your purchase JI you wish.

1. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! money back within 7 days of
purchase- (for unblemished gear, complete with cartons, manuals,
blank warranty cards).
2. PRICE PROTECTION POLICY: If you buy a system from us
and see it advertised for less within 30 days (a most ·unlikely
event!), bring us the ad; we'll refund the difference.
3. GUARANTEED TRADE-IN VALUE: You may "trade up" any
Item (speaker, turntable, etc.) (undamanged, In carton, with
warranty card) any time within 45 days and receive FULL
PURCHASE PRICE as trade-l~n allowance. (Trade must be toward
Item ~f equal or greater value.)

STEREOCRAFT Systems are ''best buys".. •
.we choose them that way. This is an especlally good value! (Other systems are on
cfjsplay, ready for your evaluation.) ·
. .

stereo equipment. Its components are a
that will flt easily into your

room and decor. Turned low, It's a great
companion for study; or you can crank It up

•Pioneer Sound Project 60A. speakers: a

·' ~

2-way Intermediate slz.e in good looking

~

wood-1rain vinyl cabinets with black sculptured grille.

. . t\DPIONEER'

mas we .know of on famous name brand
~

\t
~

Thia system brina• you the greatest sav-

beautiful

HERE IS A PARTIAL LIST OF
OUR POLICIES:

r

and Invite the aana In!
~

~~ ........

$455

NOW

v':...

$299

'Ome Purcbue tlformatlon: MU5 Down, $12.88
per month. 24 payments at .12% annual interest.
Total deferred payment price, $3U.17.

•Sansui 221 am/fm receiver: plenty of
power for the Pioneers, plus connections for
tape deck and headphones when you're
ready.
•Garranl 440M automatic turntable with

~

Pickering VIS/ATE4 cartridge, for Ugbt
trac~a,

1ende handling and falthfw repro-

duction of your records.
~

Teftffic Buys On Components And Accessories. Present Stock Onlyl
I ill l•J~l§a rl
Sound Project
l~A Speaker-3 • .,,
full size

j)TEREDlllFT
Home of the FINEST
Stereo 1ear by

$1 59

_

Litt $250/,.lr, NOW

ADVENT

Sallsul Recelvet9

pair .

Pllono C.taidpl:

Model 331

(U.t$70)

$2995

Sll•re M91ED
~-c1•11

SPECIAL-.........

,,.., ••, C.111ftl

s,....,

Adwnt Ouaniwn Dollide

c.ar.: u. mM

· ...... tJD.XUJ C·IO

u.• ·

Good thnl T\118.

Liit $200 SALl

$29"

E•pln 20001-111

Sale

$21

Sale

·$1149

... $2JM
1 _0 / 1 8 / 7 7

1

--

$139·

Rotel RX 102 Receiver
One only List $180

$99

Sale
~-CllPll SPECIAL-.....
HEADPHOllS IY PIONElll
SEJIS.IJatSIS

...

. $14"

SElll-U.t$1S
Sale

$21"

Good tJiru Tuel.

10 / 18 / 7 7 '

ADS

T1mtalale1:
Pioneer PL115D
U•t $ 130
SALE

$

YAMAHA

99

HARMAN KARDON

,

POLK
DAHLQUIST

BIC Mt, wood baae, cover,

NAKAMICHI

Empire JMIE-ill cartrictae

PHASE LINEAR
PIONEER

SALE

List $217'

$119

SAE
ORTO FON

SONY

BIC •,wood baie, cover,
Empire JMtE·lll cartrictae
(U.t 1217)

.

SALE

$159

and other hlply
esteemed names

